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function of the lift coefficient
souared). The effect is less pronounccd
ai elevated speeds. so far the drag
deoends on Ct i.respective of whether
it is DroducEd bv the qlider's nass at
g = 1 or by a lower mass accelerated
at elevated g-numbers during a pull-up
naneuver. Ciearly, energy losses due to
the draq will louer the total energy
reservojr of the glider accordingly; but
the total energy available is
proportional to the mdss of the glider'
The total 'nerqv consists of the
Dotential pnerqy vhich is the glider's
mass tines rhe "drth's dLcelerdLion'
times the heiqht above the landing
field, and the kinetic energy. The

latter is the mass times the ground
speed squared divided by two' Hence'
tne sai lplane which cdrries water
ballast will have a larger energ,v
reservoir avail able conpared to a I ight
ol ider at the same height and speed'
iherefore the accelerated empty plane
will suffer rrrore height loss compared to
the heavier plane when the same distance
is crossed ai similar drag. This is the
reason whv differenr poldrs are used'
tn order to describe acceleraLed flight
as it is executed during circling, the
circlinq polar holds' A full account of
the mecianics of accelerated flight t{as

qivea by Frank Irving in his paper on
nThe enerqv loss in Pitching
runeuu""sli' T.S. ' V/4, 39-45' 1980.

Dr. l'lozdynievicz should have rnade use of
that analysis.

As far as his experirnents are
concerned, v,/e know from neasurenents
conducted bv the DFVLR in Germany and

hv n;ck J;hnson thdt the evaluation of
tie sink rates is tedious work where
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nany sources of error exist. In ny
opinion the author did not sufficiently
discuss his methods nor have possible
errors been analyzed. Therefore, his
conclusions do not convince me.

Although no g-related analysis of
flight modes through noving air masses
was presented, l,lozdyni ewi cz "observed
here that the optinum results with these
techniques should be obtained by flying
through the downdraft portion {in the
high winq loaded condition - posjtive g

mode) l)efore encountering the lift
drea. .. ", Furthernore, he noted 'the
results upon entering the core of a

sirong thermal , or other strong lift
area, at mininum speed in the zero q

node...". This 'is iust the opposite of
what a mathematical analysis of the
nechanics of flight through vert'ically
noving air masses would predict to be

optinal .
For reference see the articie in the

sane issue of Technical Soaring, bY

Justyn Sandauer. For further references
see my paper "Load variation flight
style and its implications to the theory
of soaring," Technical Soaring, vll/l ,
36-42, l9Bl , our paper (together vith
Lee Collins), "Dolphin-style soaring - A

computer simulation with respect to the
gl ider's energy balance," Technical
Soaring, V/2, l6-2] , 1978, and nrY

technical note on "Energy gain in
pi tchi ng maneuvers," Technical Soaring
vIl3, 34-35, I 9BI .
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